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Dear friends and family,
While traveling in West Africa a decade ago I had a very wise person tell me, “don’t
look at the dirt and poverty surrounding many people on this continent. Instead,
look at the people. See their heart.” That was when I wrote a book on the first TWR
transmitter to broadcast the gospel into the region.
Recently I shared these words of wisdom with a precious young African girl named
Rejoyce. David is training her to do much of the finance work he did while we lived
in Jo‐burg. During her training here in the USA I told Rejoyce, “don’t look at the big
cars, smooth and clean roads or nicely aligned houses not needing protective walls
which you see here in America. Look at the people. See their heart.”
In November, I once again experienced the generous, giving hearts of the American
people raising funds for the second TWR transmitter for West Africa.

TWR-Moody Radio Campaign
David and I worked at the call‐in center located
in our TWR office in North Carolina. Listeners to
Moody Radio responded to the TWR Oasis
Transmitter fundraiser and called in from across
the USA to donate to the outreach focusing on
bringing the gospel to the people of Nigeria.
While David kept a tally spreadsheet, I answered
calls. One excited lady who told me, “God has
put me where I can only sit and talk to you on my
cell phone while I am stuck in rush‐hour traffic. I
am deeply touched by the Moody Radio
announcement and know this is a God thing! So I
have to respond!”
At the end of the event, the goal of $400,000 was not only met, but surpassed! PTL!

AWANA kids learn
about kids in Venezuela
In our April prayer letter we spoke
about the TWR ministry to kids in
Venezuela. Around the holidays we
presented Predrito el Pulpo – Peter the
octopus puppet – with the Awana kids
here in our local church.
And yes, once again we see the
heart of people, the American
kids
blessing
us
with
generosity. They are currently
raising funds to give to the
puppet ministry in this country
of deep physical and spiritual
need.
Thank you for praying for the
people of Venezuela.

Prayer & Praise
 Continue to pray for God’s protection over the Oasis Transmitter project in West
Africa – soon to bring hope and healing in Jesus over radio and cell phone.
 Pray that we may always have our eyes open to see the heart of people around us.
Blessings dear ones,
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